
Extremely Reliable

Configuring for High-Availability 
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High-Availability Overview

● With two CG-ONE or CG-RACK units, both nodes can be configured for 

High-Availability by sharing a single Virtual IP address.

● The first node to boot up will be the primary node and hold the configured Virtual 

IP address, the other ‘peer node’ will act as standby.

● If the primary node becomes unavailable, the peer node automatically acquires the 

Virtual IP address and takes over as the primary node. 

● MT API requests sent to the Virtual IP address can also be load-balanced between 

both nodes equally.
 Single Virtual IP
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Half of MT API requests 
will be de-direct

MT API Load-Balancing

● With High-Availability configured, the MT API Load-Balancing feature can also be 

enabled. 

● The peer node is constantly checked for availability. If the peer node is available, 

MT API requests to the primary node is equally load-balanced to the peer node.

● No external load-balancer is required

 Single Virtual IP

Primary node 
holding Virtual IP Peer node 
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Product Editions 

Feature

CG-ONE
Rapid deployment in small form factor

CG-RACK
1U rack-mount form factor with up 
to 6 hot-swappable 3G modems

High Availability Failover

MT API load-balancing

Real-time Data Replication

Data between 2 nodes is NOT 
replicated.  Message logs are 

independant. API authentication tokens 
need to be manually configured on 

both nodes.

Settings and message logs are 
synchronised and appear the 

same on both nodes.

High-Availability is supported by both models but real-time data synchronisation 

is only supported for CG-RACK
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Configuration
On both nodes, navigate to Configure » Virtual IP Failover

1

2

1. Enter the Virtual IP address that you 
wish to assign for both nodes to use 
for High-Availability. On each node, 
you also have to enter the real IP 
address of the other peer node. The 
polling rate is the frequency at which 
both nodes will check each other for 
availability.
Virtual IP and Peer IP addresses 
must exist on the same subnet.

2. Check ‘Enable Failover’ to activate 
High-Availability. The MT-API 
Load-Balancing feature has to be 
enabled separately if needed. (i.e. 
you can activate High-Availability 
without MT-API Load-Balancing.
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Configuration

a77h$22de3

3.     For CG-ONE only, if you wish to enable MT API Load-Balancing, navigate to ‘API access’, and 
make sure that the API authentication on both nodes are configured to the same value. 
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Further notes
● High-Availability only works in  LAN mode  (not Wifi-access mode)
● If MT API load-balancing is enabled and you are using custom API MQ rules, make 

sure both nodes are configured with the same rules. (See Message Priorities » API 
MQ rules as shown below)
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